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Abstract

Extension languages enable users to expand the functionality of an application without touching its source code. Commonly, these languages are dynamically typed languages, such as Lisp, Python, or domain-specific languages, which support runtime plugins via dynamic loading of components. We show that Haskell can be comfortably used as a statically typed extension language for both Haskell and foreign-language applications supported by the Haskell FFI, and that it can perform type-safe dynamic loading of plugins using dynamic types. Moreover, we discuss how plugin support is especially useful to applications where Haskell is used as an embedded domain-specific language (EDSL). We explain how to realise type-safe plugins using dynamic types, runtime compilation, and dynamic linking, exploiting infrastructure provided by the Glasgow Haskell Compiler. We demonstrate the practicability of our approach with several applications that serve as running examples.
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1 Introduction

The success of applications, such as Emacs, command shells, web browsers, Microsoft Word, Excel, and The GIMP, is to a significant degree due to them providing users with an extension language. An extension language—whether general purpose (e.g., Emacs’s Lisp) or application specific (e.g., Word macros)—enables users to add new functionality to an application without understanding or re-compiling its source code. Indeed, extension languages have been advocated as an alternative to writing an application in a single language [25]. They are so convenient that some applications, most notably Emacs [32], consist of only a small core with almost all higher-level functionality being implemented in the extension language. Code components written in an extension language can usually be loaded at runtime, so that an application can be extended dynamically; such components are often called plugins.

In this paper, we discuss the use of Haskell as a typed extension language and outline an approach to the dynamic loading of Haskell plugins based on dynamic types [1, 2, 4, 22, 37]. We illustrate the broad scope of applications for Haskell plugins and argue that plugins can be viewed as a further step in the development of embedded domain-specific languages (EDSLs)—that is, domain-specific languages (DSLs) that are embedded in a host language (such as Haskell) instead of being implemented from scratch. In particular, when a DSL is used as an extension language, an implementation of that DSL as an EDSL gets plugin support for free by using the framework discussed in this paper.

We have implemented a library, called hs-plugins, capable of dynamically compiling and loading Haskell code into a running application’s address space, utilising the object loading capabilities of the Glasgow Haskell Compiler’s runtime system [30, 33]. The functions provided by the plugin are transparently available to the application, appearing as standard Haskell values. In addition, the plugin library tracks module dependencies, enables manipulation of the plugin source as abstract syntax, and supports different levels of trust between application and plugin authors with respect to the type safety of plugins. Applications written in foreign languages may use the plugin library’s C language bindings: this enables any application that can interface with C to easily support Haskell as an extension language.

In summary, our main contributions are the following:

• We describe an architecture for type-safe plugins in Haskell, using dynamic typing.
• We integrate extensions languages and EDSLs.
• We introduce Haskell plugins in foreign languages and lightweight parsers for more user-friendly EDSLs.

The paper consists of two main parts. First, Sections 2, 3, and 4 illustrate the usefulness of Haskell plugins with increasingly challenging application scenarios. Second, Sections 5, 6, and 7 discuss the principles behind the implementation of plugins in Haskell.
2 Plugins in Haskell

A convenient way of extending an application dynamically is by way of plugins; i.e., software components that the application loads and links while already running. Plugins present two distinct challenges: (1) an interface and communication protocol between the host application and its plugins must be defined and (2) the plugins’ object code needs to be integrated into a running application by a dynamic link loader. In the remainder of this section, we outline an architecture that addresses these challenges for the case of a Haskell program extended by plugins also written in Haskell. We do so by running through a simple example.

2.1 Defining an Interface

Many extension languages (e.g., Lisp and Python) lack strong static typing. Then, a plugin interface is characterised by two sets of symbol names: those that the plugin can access from the host application and those that the host application expects to be defined by the plugin. Moreover, there is an informal agreement about the data structures that are passed between the host application and a plugin.

In Haskell, we need to ensure that the host application and plugin agree on the types of data structures and functions that they share. Moreover, we want the application to ensure that any violation of these types on either side is detected and reported by the system. We defer the details of how we guarantee type safety until Section 5, but have a closer look at the specification of interfaces here.

To avoid arbitrary dependencies of plugin code on application internals, the application programmer defines plugin interfaces in extra modules. We collect interface functions in a data structure, called Interface in the example. Here it merely contains a single string processing function named stringProcessor; a more complex plugin might have more.

```haskell
module StringProcAPI (Interface(..), plugin) where

data Interface = Interface {
    stringProcessor :: String → String
}

plugin :: Interface
plugin = Interface { stringProcessor = id }
```

In addition to defining the interface signature, this API module provides a default implementation named plugin. Default implementations can provide sensible values in the absence of any dynamically loaded plugins and are useful in many contexts, such as providing default runtime behaviours which a user may optionally override via plugins.

2.2 Implementing an Interface

We compile the application against StringProcAPI. The plugin must also import and implement the interface type declared in that module. Additionally, the application expects the plugin to bind the implementation of the interface to a specific identifier, named resource in our example. In the following plugin implementation, we define the stringProcessor function to reverse its input string and wrap it up in the plugin’s resource interface:

```haskell
module StringProcPlugin (resource) where

import StringProcAPI (plugin)

resource = plugin { stringProcessor = reverse }
```

2.3 Using a Plugin

Now we can discuss how a plugin is used from an application. There are generally three steps involved:

1. compilation of the plugin’s source code,
2. loading of plugin(s) and resolving of symbols, and
3. calling of the plugin’s functions.

Plugins may be compiled by the plugin author or by the host application; this choice influences the amount of trust the application can put into the type safety of a plugin, as we will see in Section 5.

A simple application using the StringProcPlugin might read strings from the user, line by line, and output the result of applying the stringProcessor to each of these strings. For our example, let us assume the plugin source is compiled by a function named make, and the resulting plugin object code is loaded by a function named load. An application could use the plugin as follows:

```haskell
do
    (obj, _, _) ← make "StringProcPlugin.hs" []
    (mod, rsrc) ← load obj ["."] [] "resource"
```

This code fragment first compiles the plugin source using make, yielding the location of the object file in obj. It then loads the object and obtains a handle to the plugin symbol named resource. More precisely, it obtains a handle to the Haskell module contained in obj, as well as the value bound to resource in that module, which we call rsrc here. Note that both functions take extra parameters that we do not use here; details concerning the signatures of these and other functions of the plugin library are in Appendix A.

This process of object code generation and loading is illustrated in Figure 1. The two functions make and load invoke two different subsystems of our plugin infrastructure called the compilation manager and dynamic loader, respectively. The compilation manager checks whether the plugin source needs recompiling, and if so, calls the Haskell compiler with the appropriate flags. The dynamic loader brings the plugin’s object code into the application’s address space, loads any necessary dependencies, and resolves all symbols. It then returns the value exported by the plugin as a normal Haskell value for use by the host application. We will discuss both subsystems in more detail in Sections 6 and 7.

The stringProcessor from rsrc can simply be applied to a String (e.g., stringProcessor rsrc "Hello World") as rsrc has type StringProcAPI.Interface. An application is free to load plugins at any time, not only during startup, and it may even...
reload plugins that change during program execution. For example, we might allow the string processor to change from one line of user input to the next. The following function applies the plugin’s stringProcessor function to user input, reloading the plugin (and thus giving different behaviour) if its source code has changed:

```haskell
loop mod rsrcc = do
str ← getline
(_,isNew,_) ← make "StringProcPlugin.hs" []
rsrcc' ← if isNew
then reload mod "resource"
else return rsrcc
putStrLn (stringProcessor rsrcc' str)
loop mod rsrcc'
```

A session with this application, where we change the plugin source during its execution, may look like the following (with verbose messages included for clarity):

```
% ./a.out
Compiling StringProcPlugin ... done
Loading package base ... linking ... done
Loading object StringProcAPI
StringProcPlugin ... done
> abcDEFGH1234
4321HGFEdcba
... Change reverse to Char.toUpper in plugin source
> abcDEFGH1234
Compiling StringProcPlugin ... done
Reloading object StringProcPlugin ... done
ABCD1234EF
```

The first string is reversed, whereas the second is converted to upper case.

## 3 Beyond Plugins

The ability to load and reload plugins during the execution of a program enables applications that go beyond the standard idea of programs that are extended with plugins. For example, we can have programs loading plugins that are generated (at runtime) by the same program, and illustrate this idea with the example of an interactive Haskell shell.

### 3.1 A Haskell Evaluator

Using dynamically reloaded plugins, we present an application named plugs (Plugin User’s GHCi System), an interactive Haskell shell reminiscent of hi (hmake interactive) [35] or GHCi. A user enters strings of Haskell expressions at a prompt, which plugs immediately evaluates and prints to the screen. It achieves this by dumping each expression (together with a wrapper) into a plugin module, which is then compiled, loaded, executed, and then unloaded. This process is closer to hmake interactive than to GHCi, as the code is compiled and not interpreted. An example session is displayed in Listing 1. The system works as follows: together with import declarations corresponding to all in-scope modules, it dumps user input into a Haskell source file constituting a plugin. For example, if the user types in `sort [7,3,8,6,4,2,0,1,9]`, the plugin essentially contains:

```haskell
moduleUserCodePlugin (resource) where
import UserCodeAPI (plugin)
import Data.List

resource = plugin {
  code = show (sort [7,3,8,6,4,2,0,1,9])
}
```

The actually generated plugin is slightly more complex: it contains line number hints in the source code, which enable the compilation manager to produce informative error messages in the case of malformed user input.

The system then proceeds to compile, load, and execute this plugin as before, using the make and load functions of our plugin library. The entire system is only 70 lines of Haskell. Here is the core of plugs, only a few lines long:

```haskell
source ← writeOut userString
(obj,_,err) ← make source []
if not (null err)
then mapM_ putStrLn err
else do (m,v)
  load obj ["."] [] symbol
  v' ← Exception.evaluate (code v)
  putStrLn v'
  unload m
```

The `writeOut` function generates the plugin from user input, while `Exception.evaluate`, which is part of GHC’s exception library, handles runtime exceptions.

The benefit of using dynamically loaded plugins to implement plugs is clear: we can reuse an existing Haskell compiler and runtime system to add an interactive Haskell environment to any application, requiring only a few lines of code. Compared with hmake interactive, plugs omits the linking phase, which leads to significantly faster turn-around times (about a factor of two). Moreover, it is only a small step from plugs to an embeddable Haskell engine that provides an application with Haskell scripting capabilities.

Plugs is a simple Haskell environment and doesn’t provide the full feature set of, for example, GHCi. However, there is no reason why these features cannot be added to plugs if desired. Its simplicity is also a virtue: plugs is easy to modify and extend. For example, we have recently embedded a modified version of plugs in an IRC ‘bot’, providing a Haskell interpreter for IRC users—which would have been a far more difficult task with GHCi.

### 3.2 Plugging Haskell Into C and Objective-C

Since Haskell has a standardised Foreign Function Interface (FFI) [3], we can use our plugin infrastructure from any language supported by the FFI. This includes directly supported languages, such as C, but also languages that can interoperate with C, such as C++ and Objective-C.
To use plugin functions such as make and load from C, function parameters and results must be marshaled between languages. If anything, this is more convenient in Haskell than other extension languages, such as Python, Tcl, or Lua, as the Haskell FFI emphasizes data marshalling on the Haskell side, which results in less marshalling code written in C for the host application. Marshalling of common data types (such as a C `char *`) to and from a Haskell `String` can even be performed automatically by the plugin infrastructure, as described in Section 6.3.

In addition, we have complemented the basic make and load API with foreign functions that enable a host application in C to communicate with Haskell plugins on a more symbolic level. For example, our plugin library implements an `hs_eval` function, resembling a scripting language’s `eval` operator. It evaluates a Haskell expression stored as a C string in the IO monad, with a similar code generation strategy as used by plugins in the previous subsection. The C string is used to dynamically generate a plugin that is loaded back into the application, and the resulting Haskell value is returned to the caller. Variants of `hs_eval` are provided for the basic Haskell types, allowing the plugin result type to be checked against its usage. Here, we present a C program that loads a Haskell plugin to evaluate a fold:

```c
#include <stdio.h>
#include "RunHaskell.h"

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
    int *p;
    hs_init(&argc, &argv);
    p = hs_eval_i("foldl1 (+) [0 .. 10]");
    printf("%d\n", *p);
    hs_exit();
}
```

When executed, this C program calls the Haskell runtime system, which arranges for our Haskell plugin library to compile, load and execute the C string passed to `hs_eval_i()`, returning a pointer to the integer result to the caller. Dynamic typing on the Haskell side checks that the compiled Haskell value matches the type expected by the C program, yielding an error (indicated by a null pointer) if the C program expects the wrong type from the Haskell string.

Any language with a Haskell binding, possibly going via a common interface to C, can take advantage of plugins to dynamically load Haskell code at runtime. As an example, consider an Objective-C program that evaluates expressions entered by the user. While the GUI is implemented in Objective-C, the expression evaluator is a Haskell source plugin that the user can choose and alter while running the application. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the application source. They are also more robust with respect to changes in the application base.

![Figure 2. Using Haskell plugins to parse expressions in an Objective-C application](image)

2. Extension languages are often higher-level than the language in which the application base is implemented (e.g., Lisp in Emacs, whose core is written in C).

A variant of the second property is where the extension language is not a general purpose language, but domain specific: one tailored to the application domain. This can simplify the complexity of extensions to the level where they can be implemented by non-programmers.

Recent work demonstrated that Haskell is an excellent host language for embedding domain specific languages (DSLs): implementing domain specific languages as a library in a general-purpose host language, which saves the overhead of implementing a new language from ground up [6, 10, 16, 17, 24, 29, 36]. Domain specific languages implemented in this fashion are called embedded domain specific languages (EDSLs). In this context, when Haskell is used as an extension language, it seems particularly desirable to provide plugin authors with a domain-specific notation. In other words, Haskell plugins make EDSLs more applicable, which in turn makes Haskell an especially attractive extension language.

### 4 Extension Languages and EDSLs

Plugins extend a host application at predefined points, which some extension frameworks call hooks. In our case, the symbols that the base application loads from a plugin are hooks that can be redefined by extension code written in Haskell (independent of whether the base application is written in Haskell or in another language using Haskell plugins via the FFI). Extension languages generally simplify application extension by virtue of two properties:

1. Extensions at well defined places based on a well defined API are conceptually simpler than arbitrary additions to the application source. They are also more robust with respect to changes in the application base.

### 4.1 Typed Application Configuration Files

As a first simple example of an application-specific EDSL, consider textual application configuration files, which are commonly called `resource` or `rc` files on UNIX-like systems (e.g., `.bashrc`, `.vimrc` or `.muttrc`). As an application becomes more complex language features are added to these configuration files, usually in an ad-hoc manner. As a result the application is configurable in its own DSL, which typically lacks type safety, expressiveness, and a coherent syntax. Haskell plugins allow for a much more principled approach as we demonstrate with the example of a simple, typed EDSL for configuring a mail user agent.

4
First, the application describes the parameters available for user configuration, along with an interface instance with default values:

```haskell
module MailConfigAPI where

data Interface = Interface {
  editor :: IO String,
  attribution :: String -> String,
  header_color :: Color,
  colorize :: [String],
  include_source :: Bool }

data Color = Black | Cyan | Yellow | Magenta

mail :: Interface
mail = Interface {
  editor = return "vi",
  attribution person = (person ++ ":"),
  header_color = Black,
  colorize = [],
  include_source = False }

The structure clearly follows the plugin API modules that we considered before. Since the configuration API is written by the application programmer, it can be of the usual complexity. However, configuration files will be implemented by normal users who may not have any programming background. Hence, it is imperative to avoid clutter where possible. To help with this goal, our plugin framework offers a merge facility that composes two Haskell source files, so that plugins can be partitioned into configuration information provided by the application user, and an application-supplied stub file with extra syntax (containing the module name, export list, and import declarations, and so on). The user’s configuration file and the stub are merged together by the compilation manager to create the actual plugin source.

In our mail configuration example, the stub may be:

```haskell
module MailConfig (resource) where

import MailConfigAPI

resource :: Interface
resource = mail

Then, a user’s configuration file might be:

```haskell
import System.Directory

resource = mail {
  include_source = True,
  attribution n = "Today, " ++ n ++ ": wrote:",
  editor = do
    b <- doesFileExist "/usr/bin/emacs"
    return (if b then "emacs" else "vi") }

When the compilation manager merges the configuration file with the stub, declarations in the configuration file replace those of the same name in the stub. In our example, this has two useful effects: (1) if the configuration file is empty, resource = mail will provide a default configuration; and (2) the type signature in the stub file will be used to ensure that resource is of the right type. In the context of user-friendly EDSLs, the problem of how to achieve clear error messages arises. This is a standard problem of EDSLs, and we do not claim to have found a new solution here. However, the application can inspect and modify any error messages due to a make invocation before forwarding them to the user. The exact merging process and type checking during make is described in more detail in Section 7.

Overall, the configuration file is compiled and loaded into the application at start-up, enabling user-defined behaviour based on values from the plugin’s resource data structure. As this example shows, the application author can re-use language infrastructure for the application’s configuration system without having to resort to an ad-hoc language implementation, and gains additional features, such as type checking, that are often omitted from DSLs.

### 4.2 PanTHeon

PanTHeon [29] is an implementation of Elliott’s language Pan for continuous image/animation synthesis [10, 11]. It consists of a library implementing the EDSL Pan and a client which is capable of displaying the images and animations.

In-between the library and client are effect plugins that, using the EDSL, describe images and animations that the client displays. The Pan EDSL models images as functions from continuous Cartesian co-ordinates to colours; animations are modelled as functions from continuous time to images. Interactive effects can be defined using a user interface monad, UI, which enables the user to attach GUI widgets (such as radio boxes and sliders) to variables that affect the appearance of an effect (e.g., a circle’s radius or the amount to stretch an image horizontally).

As a simple example, consider the following plugin whose effect declaration implements a blue circle on a white background, and whose radius can be adjusted by a slider widget:

```haskell
circle :: Frac -> ImageC
circle r = condR (circleReg r) blueI whiteI

circleReg :: Frac -> Image Bool
circleReg r (x,y) = distO (x,y) < r

circleAnim :: Frac -> AnimC
circleAnim rad t = circle rad

effect :: UI AnimC

effect =
  let v = makeSlider "Radius" (10,100) 30
  in liftM circleAnim v
```

Without getting into the details of Pan, circleReg creates a black and white image of the region covered by a circle with radius r. The function circle turns this into a blue and white image and circleAnim makes the radius variable over time—resulting in an animation. The animation is hooked up to a slider in effect, which the PanTHeon client expects to have type UI AnimC.

In PanTHeon, as in the configuration example of the previous subsection, error messages during plugin compilation are provided to the user, with the remaining challenge of making them clear for the EDSL user. PanTHeon benefits enormously from the plugins library. From the beginning, one of its design goals was that effects described in it should be interactive. Although this goal is satisfied in part by the UI monad, the ability for users to interactively view effects, make minor alterations and load new versions within a single runtime session, is much more convenient than forcing a re-compile of the PanTHeon client every time an effect is changed. In addition multiple effects can be open and displaying simultaneously, implemented by multiple plugins.
4.3 Lightweight Parsers

The primary attractiveness of EDSLs lies in the reuse of the host language’s features—however, one pays a price for this inheritance. While Haskell has some facilities for syntactic control (precedence and fixity can be controlled to some degree), it is not perfect. Mixfix syntax cannot be defined, for example, nor could one define a do notation without some form of preprocessing. These have to be specified as extensions to Haskell’s syntax despite the fact that they are both merely syntactic sugar.

Additionally, it is not possible to redefine syntax, even though this may be desirable in a DSL context. One of the most attractive features of DSLs is that they are easier for non-programmers to use, as the target audience already has familiarity with the notation of their domain. Ensuring the syntax matches that of the domain is not merely convenient; it can be crucial to the success of the language.

Providing that the DSL can be semantically embedded in Haskell, a plugin architecture with runtime compilation provides a solution: a lightweight parser can be written to perform a DSL-to-Haskell syntax transformation. This parser can then be called by the host application to transform the DSL into code suitable for compilation with make. The resulting Haskell plugin can then be compiled and dynamically loaded into the application. In other words, a lightweight parser is essentially a pre-processor of EDSL code into vanilla Haskell. It can also produce syntax errors in a form that is easy to understand for the end user, as opposed to the Haskell-centric error messages that make produces. The situation is more tricky for errors relating to static semantics, as comprehensive error checking by the lightweight parser will make the parser significantly less lightweight, although it will be beneficial to usability.

By defining the syntax of the DSL purely as a frontend to the existing compiler infrastructure, we do away with compiler modules that are normally needed when writing a DSL, such as abstract syntax definitions, name supplies, and symbol table utilities. Not only is the compiler infrastructure cheaply available, but by using plugins, one could also plug in the DSL parsers themselves. Different syntax could be provided by different parser plugins, and users could then choose whichever syntax they prefer to write in. Clearly, in the context of extension languages, a plugin-based architecture affords extra flexibility to EDSLs, and makes them even more attractive as an implementation technique.

5 Type Safety

An operating system’s dynamic loader (e.g. dlopen on UNIX, or LoadLibrary on Windows) is inherently unsafe. To find a value or function in a loaded object, the dynamic loader searches for a symbol of that name, and returns a reference to the value associated with that symbol. This is unsafe because a user may generate a plugin with the correct symbol name but the wrong type, which will, in all likelihood, lead to a crash. This lack of safety of operating system loaders implies that any safety guarantees have to be provided by higher-level software.

Unfortunately, GHC’s dynamic loader, although it performs a few extra checks, is also unsafe. Moreover, type-safe alternatives to the dlopen library that are based on typed assembly language [15] are not feasible for use by GHC, as GHC loads objects compiled via a standard C compiler. As we don’t want to simply trust the authors of plugin code to provide a value of correct type, we consider two techniques for ensuring type safety in a framework that ultimately employs an unsafe dynamic loader to do the gory low-level work: we first discuss the use of dynamic typing to check plugin values as they are loaded; second, we discuss the use of a full type checker at runtime, providing a form of staged type inference, to overcome limitations of the first technique.

5.1 Dynamically Checked Plugins

Plugins compiled separately from the host application, must import and implement the application’s plugin API (see Section 2.2). However, due to separate compilation of the plugin, we cannot guarantee that the plugin imports the correct API and provides a symbol of the correct type.

Hence, we need to be able to annotate the compiled object code with type information, so that the plugin infrastructure can perform type checks when loading the plugin. Haskell provides a suitable Dynamic type [1, 4, 22, 37] in its standard libraries; Dynamic encapsulates a value with a representation of its type, which can be checked against its usage at runtime. The Dynamic type thus enables some type checking to be delayed until runtime. The plugin infrastructure now requires that a plugin wraps its interface in a Dynamic value. The host application uses the fromDynamic function to coerce (or cast) the Dynamic type to interface’s expected type, returning an error value if the cast fails.

We thus complement our dynamic linker’s load function with a dynload function: dynload performs a conventional load, but also unwraps a dynamically typed value and performs a type check. In the following example, the application expects a plugin to export a value of type API.Interface wrapped in a Dynamic type; however, the plugin author instead provides something of dynamic type Int. The dynload function catches this type error when it loads the object file, displaying an appropriate error message:

```
Loading package base ... linking ... done
Loading object API Plugin ... done
Fail: type <Int> doesn’t match <API.Interface>
```

This approach gives us as much type safety as the underlying dynamics implementation permits. However, dynamically typed object code is not a defence against malicious code: while we can check whether the types are correct, there is no way to check whether the value associated with the type is valid. There is no reason, however, why the dynamic type check cannot be replaced with an alternative that implements more rigorous object code checking: dynload effectively provides hooks for adding verification to the underlying, unsafe dynamic loader. An application may even be able to choose between a number of trusted verification hooks depending on what its needs are.

5.2 Dynamic Types and Dynamic Loading

Dynamics in the Haskell standard libraries provide runtime type checking by way of the following function:

```
fromDynamic :: Typeable a ⇒ Dynamic a → Maybe a
```

In other words, fromDynamic expects to be applied to a value of type Dynamic. Unfortunately, this leads to a weakness in dynload: neither the operating system’s nor GHC’s dynamic loader can guarantee that a symbol obtained from a separately compiled and loaded plugin has type Dynamic. If a plugin provides the correct symbol name, but is bound to a non-Dynamic value, fromDynamic will simply crash. So, for this form of dynamic type checking to be safe in the presence of separate compilation, we need to be able to dif-
ferentiate Dynamic values from others in the plugin’s object code. Designing such a check is on-going work.

The standard Dynamics library also fails to deduce type equalities correctly in the presence of dynamic loading. It uses integer keys to represent types for fast comparison. However, under separate compilation, the key created for the plugin’s type is not the same as the key generated for the application’s version of that type, due to the implementation of hashing in the standard library. Luckily, this can readily be remedied, and we provide an alternative dynamics implementation in our plugin infrastructure library, which uses string comparison on the canonical name of a type, rather than on hash keys of the type representation.

There is another problem in the standard Dynamics library: it requires values which are instances of Typeable. This restricts the Dynamic type to a monomorphic value, as this mechanism cannot deal with type quantification; consequently, it cannot deal with any form of polymorphism. Fortunately, we can work around this to some extent using GHC’s rank-N polymorphism; e.g., a data type declaration such as

```haskell
data Interface = Interface { rsrc :: forall a. Eq a ⇒ a → a → Bool }
```

enables us to wrap polymorphic values such that the data type itself, namely Interface, remains Typeable, which means that we can use it as a Dynamic type.

This technique works well for plugin interfaces: since we advocate the use of a single type representing the plugin API, storing polymorphic values wrapped inside the API type is not an additional restriction. However, the need to wrap and unwrap the polymorphic value in another type can be tedious in some contexts, e.g., in a Haskell interpreter such as plugs, where the generated plugins—expressions entered at the plugs prompt—may be polymorphic.

5.3 Dynamically Checked Plugins Improved

A number of researchers have proposed forms of dynamics that support polymorphic values by some form of runtime type unification [2, 22, 26, 27]. We present an alternative approach with lower implementation costs, which stays within the limits of the Haskell type system; nevertheless, we can dynamically check plugin values without placing any artificial limits on a plugin’s interface type, while remaining as safe as statically linked code.

When loading a plugin, we need to check that the value we retrieve from the object is compatible with the type of the API; i.e., we need the type of Plugin.resource to be compatible with the API.Interface. This is the case if the following module type checks:

```haskell
module APITypeConstraint where
import qualified API
import qualified Plugin

_ = Plugin.resource :: API.Interface
```

Instead of using any form of dynamic types to check types at runtime, we simply invoke the standard type checker on the above module; this is not unlike the idea of staged type inference [31]. This approach has the advantage that it is entirely independent of any extensions of the type system supported by the underlying implementation. It does not require any extension, but it also does not inhibit the use of any features of the type system in plugin APIs; in particular, types involving type variables do not pose any additional difficulties—much in contrast to dynamic types. However, invoking the full type inference machinery at runtime may sound expensive; we quantify the costs below.

In our plugin library, we generate a temporary module, corresponding to APITypeConstraint above, to check the conformance of plugin code to plugin APIs when the function pdynload (‘p’ for ‘polymorphic’) is used to load the plugin. If GHC’s type checker accepts the APITypeConstraint module, it is safe to load the plugin. More precisely, pdynload is implemented as follows:

```haskell
pdynload obj incs pkgs ty symbol =
do tmp ← newTyConstraint ty symbol
  err ← typecheck tmp
  if null err
    then do v ← load obj incs pkgs symbol
           return (Just v)
    else do mapM_ putStrLn err
          return Nothing
```

The function pdynload is closely related to fromDynamic or an arm of a typecase expression, as it is predicated on a type equality. It checks that the value exported by the plugin, referred to in the symbol has the type determined by ty. It does so in two steps: first, newTyConstraint generates a temporary module similar to APITypeConstraint above, and second, typecheck invokes GHC’s type checker on this temporary module. If the test is successful, we can safely load the plugin; otherwise, we return an error.

This leads to the question of how type information is propagated from the API and plugin source to the APITypeConstraint module implementing the type constraint. Luckily, no further mechanism is needed, GHC’s standard support for separate compilation is sufficient. In particular, GHC generates an interface (.hi) file with type information for each compiled module’s exported values. This type information is sufficient for the purposes of checking plugins, as the values we are interested in must already be export list. Hence, staged type inference for the restricted case of plugins is more easily implemented than is generally the case.

As an example, consider the following plugin source:

```haskell
module Plugin where
resource :: (Num t) ⇒ t
resource = 0xBAD
```

This module on its own is well typed. However, it leads to a type error when compiling the APITypeConstraint module, as resource is clearly not of type API.Interface. Since resource is exported, its type will be in Plugin’s interface file, which—in the case of GHC—has the following form:

```haskell
interface Plugin where
  resource :: forall t. (GHC.Num.Num t) ⇒ t
```

In contrast, the interface file generated from the application’s API module might be the following:

```haskell
interface API where
  data Interface = Interface
    (GHC.Base.String → GHC.Base.String)
  plugin :: Interface
```

Given these two interface files, the type checker will reject the expression Plugin.resource :: API.Interface when checking the APITypeConstraint module with the following error message, indicating that the Num class restriction on the plugin value is not compatible with the API type.
5.3 Type Checking Performance

The question that remains is whether invoking the full Haskell type checker—in our case, actually invoking all of GHC—is sufficiently fast. In fact, the overhead is less than might be imagined, as no code generation is required. Table 1 shows the comparative performance of the various load strategies. We use the runtime of loading a plugin without any type checking as a reference value (named “load” in the table). Runtime type checking using dynamic types from the standard library is only 7% slower (“dynload” in the table). In contrast, invoking GHC adds 22% to the base load time, with another 24% if we use it to type check the APITypeConstraint module (“pdynload” in the table). Overall, staged type inference of plugins using pdynload provides maximum flexibility, but is 46% more expensive than an unchecked load. These ratios are averaged over several different architectures, running different version of the compiler, and different operating systems.

We believe the additional overhead of pdynload versus an unchecked load is not a significant issue, for two reasons. First, plugins are typically loaded only once, so this cost is amortized over the running time of the application. Second, there is plenty of room for optimisation if performance is a problem. For example, Shields, Sheard and Peyton Jones [31] discuss several mechanisms for limiting the amount of type inference that needs to be performed at runtime, some of which might be adapted our framework. Additionally, we speculate that linking the type checker statically into the application—rather than invoking GHC as an external process—will greatly reduce type checking times. This could be based on GHC’s recent support for linking compiler components as a library.

5.4 Type Safety of Source Code Plugins

Despite pdynload overcoming the limitations of runtime type checking by dynamic types, it remains vulnerable to attack. Since the type checker trusts the type information contained in the interface file, the user can provide a malicious interface file. Nothing short of proof-carrying code [5] will give full type safety with dynamically loadable objects. However, we do not need to trust interface files when we have access to the source code of plugins.

In this case, we can generate the object code with a matching interface file using the plugin library’s compilation manager (make), in combination with the dynamic loader (pdynload). If this process is successful, the application can be sure that the plugin is internally well-typed and has also a matching interface. It still needs to trust the full compiler, but this is no different from when the plugin is statically linked into the application.

5.5 Type Safety Summary

We considered two fundamentally different mechanisms for type-safe plugins: (1) limited runtime type checking using dynamic types and (2) full runtime type checking via the compiler, to overcome the limitations of the first approach. We demonstrated that the added flexibility of the latter implies a roughly 50% penalty with respect to the time needed to load a plugin. Independent of the mechanism used to check the plugin interface, we may compile the plugin source at load time to ensure that it is internally type-safe. Table 2 summarises the different levels of type safety achieved when either only object code is available, or when source code is compiled at load time.

6 The Dynamic Loader

The dynamic loader’s purpose is to load object code into an application’s address space, and to arrange for that code to be available to the application. To achieve this, it needs to interact with the Haskell runtime system, which typically uses the operating system’s dynamic loader. The dynamic loader also requires a high-level mechanism for resolving dependencies between plugins and libraries, as any dependent libraries or modules must be loaded prior to loading the plugin itself: the runtime system cannot do this. Chasing dependencies and finding libraries makes up a significant proportion of the dynamic loader’s code.

6.1 Runtime Loading

The object loading facilities of the GHC runtime system, implemented in C, provide single module loading and searching with appropriate symbol relocation and resolution, but without dependency chasing. Object loading comprises part of the linker created for the Haskell Execution Platform [30] and is used by GHCi to load Haskell libraries during an interpreter session. Following GHCi’s approach, our plugin library implements a foreign function interface to the object loader and linker of the runtime system, making them available in Haskell. We then extend the low-level functionality by providing full library and module dependency searching and loading, much as is required by GHCi.

The problem with dependency chasing is that object files do not contain the information necessary to determine which other object files a given plugin depends upon. GHC has the same problem: it solves it by storing module and library dependency information for an object in the corresponding interface (.hi) file. As plugins are compiled with GHC, this .hi file is always created with the object, and we are able to use it for our own purposes. Interface files are stored in a compressed binary format that makes them quite difficult to parse, so we have extracted GHC’s binary .hi file parser.
as a library module. When an application makes a call to load an object file, we first parse the interface file associated with that object, extracting module and library dependencies. We then load these dependencies in their dependency order, before finally loading the plugin itself, resolving its symbols, and returning the requested value to the application.

Unfortunately, there exists another problem with dependencies in Haskell: library dependencies are noted in an interface file by the canonical name of that library. For example, the library /usr/local/lib/ghc-6.2.1/HUnix.o is stored in the interface file as the simple string 'unix'. Complicating this further are libraries that can depend on other libraries (including C libraries): these additional dependencies do not appear in the interface file. Fortunately, the necessary information required to find the full path and dependency information of a library is stored in GHC's library configuration file, package.conf, which we have access to. To parse this information, we have implemented a package.conf package file parser, enabling us to reconstruct all the information required to find and load a library.

Once the interface file is read and all the package information is resolved, we are finally able to find and load a plugin's dependent libraries and modules. We maintain a mutable state in the dynamic loader to keep track of libraries and modules that have been loaded, so that we can skip loading components when they are needed repeatedly. We also use this state to store a map from the libraries' canonical names to their full paths. Internally, the state is locked using MVars, so that concurrent access is synchronised and safe.

6.2 A Standalone Typechecker

The dynamic type checking mechanisms provided by pdynload requires that we call the compiler at runtime to type check a code fragment. This is currently achieved by writing the code fragment to a temporary file and invoking the compiler with appropriate flags to stop compilation after type checking, hence preventing code generation. We treat the compiler simply as a type checking function. If errors are produced they can be returned to caller. Without code generation, type checking is relatively fast, but it could be further improved by linking the compiler directly into the application as a library. Some facilities to do this already exist in GHC.

6.3 Proxy Objects

One usually thinks of a dynamic loader as a tool to inject new code into the program's address space at runtime. However, the dynamic loader can also be thought of as an intermediary for the plugin: instead of directly exposing the plugin's functions to the host application, the dynamic loader can mediate communication between the host application and the plugin. This enables a complete separation of a plugin's implementation and location from the host application. For example, the dynamic loader can search a user-extensible plugin repository for a matching plugin that satisfies the interface needed by the application, or it transparently marshal data provided by a Haskell EDSL to a host application written in C. This gives the dynamic loader the same powers and features as surrogate objects or CORBA's interceptors, and can fulfil the proxy, mediator, and adapter design patterns [12].

This feature is particularly useful in Haskell since the dynamic loader maintains its own local state, separate from the application, which contains information about loaded plugins and their dependencies. If a plugin requires local state, the dynamic loader can supply this state, instead of the host application. This saves the host application from carrying around a plugin's state in its data structures and from requiring additional code simply to support this extraneous state (which only some plugins may make use of).

7 The Compilation Manager

Next to the dynamic loader, the compilation manager is the second major component of the plugin library infrastructure. It arranges for source code to be conditionally compiled, by determining whether it has changed since its previous compile. It also implements the merging of extra code into a plugin's abstract syntax at compile time, allowing compulsory definitions to be included automatically.

7.1 Invoking the Compiler

Our plugin library's make function accepts the path to a Haskell source file as an argument, and invokes GHC to compile the source to an object file (whose output path can be controlled by the host application), which can then be dynamically loaded. It is important for the performance of plugin reloading that a call to make does not unnecessarily recompile the source code. Invoking GHC as an external process adds significant overhead (even when GHC detects that the source has not changed), so we detect modification times on the source before calling GHC. This makes reload a cheap operation: it only invokes GHC to recompile a plugin when compilation is actually required.

7.2 Merging Syntax

One other feature that is governed by the compilation manager is the addition of syntax to the plugin's source code, to facilitate simplified EDSL plugins. This is achieved by having the application author write a stub Haskell source file that contains any declarations the application requires of the plugin. The application can, for example, specify a module name and export list in the stub that is used in preference to the plugin's, ensuring that a compiled plugin will have the correct module name.

The plugin library uses a Haskell parser to construct the abstract syntax trees of the two sources. The type information of the plugin tree is then erased, and type information, module, and import/export declarations from the stub tree are merged into the AST of the plugin. The resulting AST contains the union of the type information provided by the application author, and any declarations from the plugin author. This AST is written out as a Haskell source file, and is compiled via make; any compilation errors which occur are returned to the host application, which can display them to the user.

The existing Haskell parser library, Language.Haskell, is limited to parsing Haskell 98 with only a few extensions. If an EDSL file is to have syntax merged in, it is in turn limited to Haskell 98. In the future, we intend to remove this restriction by linking the GHC parser into our library, as a full Haskell parser.

8 Related Work

The dynamic loader described in this paper is strongly related to the Glasgow Haskell Compiler's dynamic loader, which is used extensively by GHC—the compiler's interactive environment—to enable the mixing of compiled and interpreted code. We reuse GHC's dynamic loader in a more extensible fashion, enabling it to be used...
from Haskell code by binding it to Haskell via the FFI [3]. We have also implemented dependency resolution similarly to GHCi, using
the interface files generated by GHC during compilation, and we re-use its interface and package parser. GHCi does not, however,
use the techniques we propose for ensuring the type safety of the
objects that are loaded. GHCi emerged from the HEP [30] project,
whose full goals have not yet been realised. In a sense, we are
adding some of the missing elements of the HEP.

Many other functional programming languages more or less support
dynamic typing and dynamic loading. In particular, Clean [28]
has good support for polymorphic dynamic types. Clean’s dy-
namics have been used in a variety of scenarios, including type-
safe distributed communication [14] and an interactive Clean inter-
preter [34], similar in spirit to plugins and GHCi. In particular, it
describes a safe file I/O system for storing arbitrary objects (including
functions) to disk. This system requires a form of dynamic link-
ing combined with polymorphic dynamic typing [26, 27]. While
Clean’s use of dynamics is similar to ours, we concentrate on the
topics of extension languages and plugin infrastructure rather than
the use of dynamics themselves. However, it would be wise to re-
search how Clean’s dynamic types and dynamic loading work at a
lower-level, to overcome some of the dynamics implementation
problems discussed in Section 5.2.

Adding dynamic typing and dynamic loading to the ML family
of languages has also received a significant amount of attention
[9, 13, 18, 22]. In particular, Leroy and Mauny describe an
eval syntax function from abstract syntax to dynamically typed
values, and briefly discuss how such a function may be used to em-
bed CAML within a program. Objective Caml provides a dynlink
library [21], which supports dynamic loading and linking of byte-
code objects. Type safety is ensured by checking that the object has
been compiled against the same interface as the application.

The Java Virtual Machine (JVM) supports dynamic loading via
class loaders [23]. Since JVM bytecode is a typed language,
class loaders are able to perform type-safe dynamic loading; the
JVM contains a verifier that ensures the type safety of dynamically
loaded code. Due to the popularity of Java, the JVM is likely to
be the most widely used implementation of a type-safe dynamic
loader.

9 Future Work

This work has highlighted the need for a safer form of dynamic typ-
ing for Haskell; in particular, we need to be able to generate an ex-
ception if the value retrieved from a loaded object is not a Dynamic
type. Currently, this value will be unsafely coerced to Dynamic, re-
sulting in a crash. Unless we can handle this situation gracefully,
using only dynamic types with object-code plugins remains as un-
safe as not using them at all.

We envisage at least two approaches to solving this problem: (1)
introduce a simple type system into the object file that can be un-
derstood by the runtime system or (2) provide a checksum of the
type representation stored in the dynamic value. A simple type sys-
tem for alternative (1) would only distinguish between two types,
namely whether a value is of type Dynamic or of any other type.
This information is sufficient to prevent an unsafe coercion of val-
ues that are not of type Dynamic. The checksum of alternative (2)
can be used in a similar way by recomputing the checksum before
inspecting the value itself. This approach would make the use of
dynamic types as safe as the checksum that is used, which is an
acceptable amount of safety for many applications.

The use of existential types [20] is supported by many existing
Haskell implementations, including GHC, hugs, and nhc98. Exist-
ential types are commonly associated with dynamic types [7, 8],
and have been previously used to provide dynamic dispatch in
Haskell [19]. Indeed, since plugins are often used to dynamically
dispatch functions, more research is needed on possible interactions
between existential types and plugins.

Currently, the use of our plugin infrastructure library produces
rather large binary sizes, due to statically linking large parts of
GHC and many Haskell libraries into the resulting application.
Modifying the plugin infrastructure—and thus the GHC runtime
system and linker—to use the operating system’s native shared li-
brary mechanism (i.e. .so, .dll or .dylib files) would produce
much smaller application binary sizes. This is especially impor-
tant for embedding Haskell support in applications written in other
languages, where the larger binary size may be a barrier to using
Haskell as an extension language. Eventually, we hope to produce
executable sizes comparable to an application embedding support
for languages such as Perl and Python, whose supporting libraries
and runtime systems are usually stored in shared libraries.

One caveat of using pdynload to type check object-code plugins
(discussed in Section 5.3), is that the plugin’s interface (.hi) file
must accompany object files in the same directory. Hence, a plugin
consists of two files rather than just one, which makes them a bit
more unwieldy. In the future, we hope to add support for GHC to
store the interface information in the compiled object file (or shared
library), which alleviates the need for an extra file. Moreover, we
plan to link parts of GHC, such as the type checker, into the host
application to save the overhead of forking an external process. To
this end, we plan to exploit GHC’s recent support for making com-
ponents of the compiler into a library.

10 Conclusion

This paper introduced a general framework for plugins in Has-
kell. We discussed how such a framework enables Haskell to be used as a
strongly, statically typed extension language, which can be used to
modify or add to an application’s functionality at runtime without
having to modify the application’s source code.

We further discussed the relationship between EDSLs and exten-
sion languages, and we advocate the use of Haskell EDSLs as dy-
namic scripting languages, which is possible due to our plugin in-
frastucture. Languages with FFI bindings to Haskell immediately
inheriting these benefits, enabling them to use Haskell as an extension
language, rather than designing their own ad-hoc language.

The plugin infrastructure library is currently used to extend Pan-
Theleon, an image manipulation framework, which uses the Pan
EDSL as its extension language. We described an interactive
Haskell environment that evaluates Haskell code as strings, by com-
piling and loading such strings as plugins. We then showed how
runtime compilation can be used via the FFI, to enable the use of dy-
namically generated Haskell plugins from within C and Objective-
C programs.

The source code for the examples in the paper as well as the plugin
library (hs-plugins) is available to view and download at:
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A.2 The compilation manager

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{make} & \quad :: \text{FilePath} \\
& \quad \to [\text{Arg}] \\
& \quad \to \text{IO (FilePath, WasBuilt, Errors)} \\

\text{makeWith} & \quad :: \text{FilePath} \\
& \quad \to \text{FilePath} \\
& \quad \to [\text{Arg}] \\
& \quad \to \text{IO (FilePath, WasBuilt, Errors)}
\end{align*}
\]

\text{make} takes the path to a Haskell source file as its first argument. The second argument is a list of directories to search for additional modules (such as the application’s API) to link against. \text{make} returns a triple containing the path to the newly created object file, a boolean flag indicating whether the object file had to be rebuilt, and a list of errors produced by the compiler.

\text{makeWith} takes the path to a source file, the path to a stub file, and a list of directories to search in as its arguments. It returns the same values as \text{make}. \text{makeWith} merges the abstract syntax of its two file arguments to create a third source file, which is then compiled using \text{make}.

A.3 Foreign Language Bindings

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{eval} & \quad :: \text{String} \to \text{IO (Maybe a)} \\
\text{hs} \_\text{eval}_\_\text{f} & \quad :: \text{CString} \to \text{IO (Ptr CInt)} \\
\text{hs} \_\text{eval}_\_\text{h} & \quad :: \text{CString} \to \text{IO (Ptr CChar)} \\
\text{hs} \_\text{eval}_\_\text{w} & \quad :: \text{CString} \to \text{IO CString}
\end{align*}
\]

\text{hs} \_\text{eval}_\_\text{f}, \text{hs} \_\text{eval}_\_\text{h}, \text{hs} \_\text{eval}_\_\text{w} are foreign language interfaces to \text{eval}, which is a wrapper around the evaluation mechanism used in the plugs system. It is available to foreign languages who include "RunHaskell.h".

The foreign bindings use dynamic types to check that the compiled value has the type expected by the caller, yielding a null pointer otherwise.